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Hello,

The definitive version of the News module, 1.3.1, is available.
You can use it on a production website
It corrects some bugs of the previous release candidates.

List of changes
- A correction in the automatic generation of keywords and description has been made.
- The generation of PDFs was updated with the CBB's code.
- The statistical's part of the admin has been corrected
- A bug in the topics permissions has been corrected
- The module's seach was also corrected

How to get the module
Simply go to its homepage :
http://dev.xoops.org/modules/xfmod/project/showfiles.php?group_id=1008&release_id=60

Upgrade
Launch the following script :
http://www.example.com/modules/news/admin/upgrade.php

Php 5 compatibility
The module was succesfully tested with Php 5.0.4
Many tests were made with phpcoverage and xdebug to be sure that early all the code was
treated by Php that's why I can affirm that the module is Php 5 compatible.

More
For more information on the new possibilities of this release, read this article

See it in action
You can see the module in action on this website
Have a look to the page's source code to see the automatic generation of keywords.
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Bye,
Hervé
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